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Washington's Foreign Policy Blunder: Senior
Officials Pleaded With China to Help Avert War
in Ukraine, China Then Leaked Intel to Russia

The Editors

Senior officials in the Biden Administration held half a dozen meetings with
top Chinese officials over the course of three months, where U.S.
intelligence was presented to China showing Russian military build-up on
the Ukrainian border. The U.S. pleaded with China to tell Russia not to
invade Ukraine, according to The New York Times. China then gave that
intelligence to Russia, showcasing a stronger cooperation between the two
in recent history.
Russian-Chinese relations have historically been turbulent and
unpredictable, but their friendship these days suggests the two nations are
closer with each other than at any other time throughout history, especially
in the wake of what seems to be one American foreign policy blunder after
another. 
There were telling signs that Russia and China have cozied up to one
another, like when the two signed an energy pact that reportedly “ramped
up” Russian oil and gas exports. The two also signed other agreements in
2014 to ease sanctions placed on Russia. So one would think that a Western
democracy, like the United States no less, attempting to appeal to China, in
hopes that Xi Jinping would simply take Putin out for a few drinks and talk
him out of invading Ukraine, is ridiculous.
What would Xi Jinping—a leader who views Taiwan as similarly as Vladimir
Putin views Ukraine—possibly gain by cooperating with the West’s appeal
for him to talk Putin off the ledge of war? Did the President really believe
that China would cooperate with the United States in an effort to avoid a
potentially temporary public relations blip on the timeline?
As The New York Times reports:

“[American Officials] also pointed out they knew how China
had helped Russia evade some of the 2014 sanctions, and
warned Beijing against any such future aid. And they
argued that because China was widely seen as a partner of
Russia, its global image could suffer if Mr. Putin invaded.”

Senior officials attempting to gain leverage over China by threatening their
“global image” is as ludicrous as it is improbable. Russia and China are both
autocratic regimes that devote themselves to crushing their opposition, as
well as expanding their respective political spheres of influence, much of
the time in sheer spite of what has historically been a long trend of
American efforts to further isolate and counter the two nations.

As a result of these officials sharing intelligence with China, the
Chinese government did what any rational person at the helm of the
American executive branch would have predicted: they told Russia.
Then the Chinese placed the blame for heightening tensions in Ukraine
on the U.S. 
Per The New York Times:

“On Wednesday, after Mr. Putin ordered troops into
eastern Ukraine but before its full invasion, Hua
Chunying, a Foreign Ministry spokeswoman, said at a
news conference in Beijing that the United States was ‘the
culprit of current tensions surrounding Ukraine.’”
“‘On the Ukraine issue, lately the U.S. has been sending
weapons to Ukraine, heightening tensions, creating panic
and even hyping up the possibility of warfare,” she said.
“If someone keeps pouring oil on the flame while
accusing others of not doing their best to put out the fire,
such kind of behavior is clearly irresponsible and
immoral.’”

“She added: ‘When the U.S. drove five waves of NATO
expansion eastward all the way to Russia’s doorstep and
deployed advanced offensive strategic weapons in breach
of its assurances to Russia, did it ever think about the
consequences of pushing a big country to the wall?’ She
has refused to call Russia’s assault an ‘invasion’ when
pressed by foreign journalists.” (Emphasis Added)
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At the Munich Security Conference last Saturday, Chinese
foreign minister, Wang Yi, criticized NATO, prompting
European leaders to accuse “China of working with
Russia to overturn what they and the Americans say is a
‘rules-based international order.’” 

The foreign minister reportedly said that Ukraine’s
sovereignty should be “respected and safeguarded—a
reference to a foreign policy principle that Beijing often
cites—but no Chinese officials have mentioned Ukraine in
those terms since Russia’s full invasion began.” 

On Jan. 29, Ukrainian President Volodymr Zelenskyy also expressed
frustration with Biden’s rhetoric, according to Politico. During a
phone call, Biden reportedly told Zelenskyy that Russia “could attack”
at any time. White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki repeated the
statement saying that an attack was “imminent.”
Although Zelenskyy loudly sounded the alarm on the potential for a
Russian invasion earlier in November, his “mission to project calm” in
January reportedly came after Biden’s remarks. “I’m the president of
Ukraine,” Zelenskyy told Kyiv reporters, “and I’m based here and I
think I know the details better here.”
Russian state-owned Sputnik News subsequently reported that
“Zelensky fears that the United States is exaggerating the threat of an
imminent invasion of Ukraine to conclude an agreement with Russia
which would give Moscow more control over the Donbass region…” 
China, Russia, and Ukraine all repeated the sentiment: the President
was escalating tensions. This could be construed in two ways: 1) the
President unequivocally believed that Russia was going to invade yet
did nothing but tout economic sanctions packaged as “decisive
action” against Russia. This would prompt us to ask what intelligence
supported that conviction and if it would in any case justify his
rhetoric?; or 2) the President did not really know, conjured up an
educated guess, stoked the flames of the conflict, and simultaneously
ignored senators when they warned of the effects of his “speak loudly
and carry a small stick” foreign strategy. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/25/us/politics/us-china-russia-ukraine.html?smtyp=cur&smid=tw-nytimes
https://www.reuters.com/world/putin-tells-xi-new-deal-that-could-sell-more-russian-gas-china-2022-02-04/
https://www.cnbc.com/2014/10/13/russia-signs-deals-with-china-to-help-weather-sanctions.html
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/xwfw_665399/s2510_665401/2511_665403/202202/t20220223_10644886.html
https://www.politico.com/newsletters/national-security-daily/2022/01/28/why-imminent-pisses-zelensky-off-00003339
https://sputniknews.com/20220129/ukraines-zelensky-fearing-us-deliberately-overplaying-escalation-rhetoric-reports-say-1092602817.html
https://dailycaller.com/2022/01/03/joe-biden-promises-ukraine-decisive-action-russia-invades/
https://dailycaller.com/2021/12/07/biden-putin-ukraine-russia-sasse-haley-trump/


But if the President did not unequivocally believe in Russia’s invasion, why
was the administration so grandiose on the world stage, taking a role that
both the world and U.S. herself saw as “escalating rhetoric?” 

With each possibility, what we know for sure is that senior officials in the
president’s administration were sharing information with Chinese officials.
The President was presumably aware of these meetings if it is his foreign
policy pursued under this administration. Is it possible that the
administration violated security protocols, even unintentionally? And if so,
how severe are those violations in the interests of national security? 
Beginning to reveal itself is yet another foreign policy disaster under the
President’s watch. Not only did the administration incorrectly assess
China’s cooperation with Russia against their mutual largest adversary, the
United States, but the administration also single handedly portrayed the U.S.
as the sole provocateur in the situation; and whether or not she was,
remains to be seen.
An immediate argument against investigations into these discoveries is that
a cooperative Russia and China would have reciprocally reported U.S.
involvement as contentious and exaggerated, as a means of propaganda; but
that would also suggest that Zelenskyy’s comments repeating that same
sentiment was also Russian approved, and that would be a wholly
unthinkable suggestion across the Western world. It may be for that reason
alone that an investigation into the U.S.’s role in preventing and instigating
Russia’s invasion warrants answers.  
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In December, former President Donald Trump said that Putin isn’t
intimidated by Joe Biden after his withdrawal from Afghanistan.
“Vladimir Putin looks at our pathetic surrender in Afghanistan, leaving
behind dead Soldiers, American citizens, and $85 billion worth of Military
equipment. He then looks at Biden. He is not worried.”
Trump may be correct. Vladimir Putin is also not politically deterred by
sanctions the way Western countries may be. Putin is determined to build a
new Russian empire, and he sees the Biden administration’s continued
foreign policy failures as a greenlight to further pursue that goal. 
As evidenced by the Russian-Chinese energy pact mentioned earlier, it
appears that efforts to economically sanction Russia from the West have
only driven Russia and China closer together, underscoring the absurdity of
the Biden administration’s strategy to appeal for China’s help in convincing
Russia not to invade Ukraine. 
Given what we now know, however, the West’s economic sanctions on
Russia may appear to be impacting the Russian economy.

Analyst: Experts, Kremlin Cite NATO, Western
Expansion As Incursion Motive

Rachel Brooks

Explosions sounded across Ukraine on Wednesday as the Kremlin carried
out its promises to wage war against Ukraine. It came within hours of
predictions by U.S. security experts. The UN Security Council held an
emergency meeting to discuss the escalations, with the UN Secretary-
General petitioning Putin to “give peace a chance,” according to PBS.

Experts Explain Russia’s Motives
“I think the War will begin soon,” said Ron Aledo, a former CIA senior
analyst and current CEO of Miami Intelligence Agency. Explosions were
heard in Kyiv and across Ukraine on Wednesday following cyberattacks and
provocations, see NPR News.
Aledo regards the rapidly escalating security crisis in the Balkans as the
symptom of a larger geopolitical problem. 

“The root cause of it is NATO and US neocon expansionism. All Russia
wanted is its own Monroe Doctrine, and the US and NATO completely
disregarded it. The Ukrainian government are useful idiots that think
the US will go to war with Russia for them,” said Aledo in an interview
with American Pigeon. 
“That is nonsense. They will sacrifice thousands of Ukrainian soldiers
for nothing. All it takes to save them is to give independence to
Donbas and promise Russia they will not be NATO members. That is
it,” he added. 

Aledo was referring to the Western Hemisphere policy known as the
Monroe Doctrine which was articulated by the U.S. President James
Monroe in 1823, in which the U.S. warned Europe that it would not
tolerate further colonization. 
Aledo additionally warned in recent public comments that Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelensky would “soon regret very much” not
following the terms set forth in the follow-up ceasefire agreement
between Russia and Ukraine in Minsk, Belarus 2015, known as “the
Minsk II Agreement.”
“He (Zelensky) was under extreme pressure from the Anti Russian
Ultra Nationalists from Western Ukraine (mostly former Polish
territory) not to follow with the MINSK II Agreements,” Aledo wrote,
in a recent public statement made to his Linkedin account. 
American Pigeon recently reported that photojournalist Dean O’Brien
obtained local footage alleging that Ukraine’s government forces have
been continuously bombing Donbas for years. This has allegedly
resulted in a large number of civilian deaths; a claim that U.S. officials
deny, (see Feb. 16 statements made by State Department
Spokesperson Ned Price.) 
On Feb. 23, O’Brien stated via social media that the Kremlin-
recognized republics of Donetsk and Lugansk have requested support
from the Kremlin against the artillery strikes by Ukraine’s forces, see
photos of the documents here. O’Brien also claims that the situation in
Donbas is dangerous for civilian targets, including journalists, who
come “under fire by the Armed Forces of Ukraine.” 

Escalations in Kyiv
After the initial explosions Wednesday night, Michael Holmes of CNN
tweeted that a photo, of what appeared to be an explosion at Ukrainian
President Zelensky’s residence, was sent to CNN International
Correspondent Matthew Chance. Additional statements made by the
Ukrainian foreign ministry to media via Whatsapp stated that Russian
forces had “touched down in Odessa” and were “crossing the border
into Kharkiv.”
The Kyiv Independent reports that shelling by Russian forces has been
ongoing in Donbas since Feb. 17. On Feb. 21, The Kyiv Independent
reported that Kyvian civilians were joining local militias to protect the
nation against the Russian forces. 
The U.S. State Department has issued an emergency contact form for
Americans trapped within Ukraine. The form was released on Feb. 22,
with the purpose of maintaining contact between the United States
and U.S. nationals still inside the country. Earlier, Americans were
instructed to leave Ukraine. Earlier reports stated that the U.S. has set
up consular services to a hotel-based welcome center in Poland, see
State Secretary Athony Blinken remarks, Feb. 21.

Poland Braces For Impact 

https://nypost.com/2021/12/07/trump-says-putin-not-threatened-by-president-biden/
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/world/u-n-security-council-schedules-emergency-meeting-at-ukraines-request
https://www.npr.org/2022/02/23/1082510234/russia-ukraine-updates
https://www.ourdocuments.gov/doc.php?flash=false&doc=23
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6902402386619355136/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6902402386619355136/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6902402386619355136/
https://americanpigeon.org/russia-putin-recognizes-ukraine-breakaway-republics-western-leaders-biden-levy-sanctions/
https://www.state.gov/briefings/department-press-briefing-february-16-2022/
https://twitter.com/DeanoBeano1/status/1496597996447965187/photo/1
https://kyivindependent.com/national/regular-kyivans-get-ready-to-help-repel-russian-attack/
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/ea/information-for-us-citizens-in-Ukraine.html
https://www.state.gov/department-of-state-presence-in-ukraine/


As escalations continue, media reports state that U.S. troops are stationed in
Poland to brace for the influx of Ukrainian refugees into the neighboring
country, see The New York Times. 
The U.S. Department of Defense released a statement explaining that this
shift of regional U.S. forces was “to protect the NATO frontline.”
“President Joe Biden ordered U.S. troops already based in Europe to shore
up the defenses of nations bordering Ukraine,” wrote the DoD press
relations department. 
“Biden directed Secretary of Defense Lloyd J. Austin III to move forces
within the U.S. European Command’s area of operations to the Baltic
Republics, Poland and Ukraine’s southeastern flank. ” 

Western Retaliation
The West has declared sanctions as a measure of retaliation against the
Russian incursion. As U.S. President Biden has reportedly considered
cutting the Russian Federation off from the global SWIFT banking system,
Russia states they would consider this an act of war, according to the
Russian-government backed TASS media agency. 
CNN quoted a U.S. official promising “full scale sanctions” on Russia in
retaliation.
Kyle Kulinski, host of The Kyle Kulinski Show,” noted that this may include
SWIFT. “This (CNN broadcast on Biden sanction pledge) sounds like it
includes SWIFT, which Russia said it will treat as a declaration of war. Holy f
—- s—-,” wrote Kulinski, via Twitter. 
Fox News host Jesse Watters warned that Biden’s Russia sanction policy
would “do more harm to Americans,” than to Russia. “Biden does not
understand that sanctions to Russia are like mosquitoes to Louisiana. It’s a
way of life,”said Watters.

America Minding Her Business Is Not
'Traitorous"

Abbigail Stoner

About the author
Rachel Brooks is a foreign affairs editor/reporter for American
Pigeon. She covers world policy, American interests, and security
issues. She has been a contributing reporter with publications
such as The Modern Treatise and The Epoch Times.

If American citizens don’t trust their government, why allow that
same government to influence developing “Democracies”?

Vladimir Putin’s military invasion of Ukraine sparked arguments across the
West. Numerous articles indicated that anti-war Americans are “traitors”
because their allegiance to American soil sympathizes with Russian motives.
This argument, however, is only that of an empty ad-hominem. The
government’s illogical reasoning for getting involved in foreign war only
increases as politicians search for justifications to use American money and
blood for their profit.
Perhaps the most popular argument in favor of intervention is that of
“saving democracy.” Articles are engulfed with this narrative, stating, “…the
US undermined its own role as the most powerful global protector of
democracy.” 
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Asserting the United States as the “world police” does not only ignore our
national interests and needs, but the entire argument ignores the fact that
Ukraine isn’t an actual democracy. Ukraine has historically been an
oligarchy, and just 4 years ago its business sector was ranked as the 9th
most corrupt in the world.

Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index (CPI),
gave Ukraine a score of 33 out of a perfect 100, further asserting the
country’s failure to uphold standards to develop their “Democracy.”
Not to forget, that our own democracy is also immensely flawed.
Since 2007, no more than 30% of the American population has
expressed trust in our government. We may arguably assume that
our government is responsible for supporting elite politicians and
their motives through nation-building and protecting other countries
while completely ignoring America’s domestic concerns. If American
citizens don’t trust their government, why allow that same
government to influence developing “Democracies”?

The US’s involvement in previous foreign wars shows that the
American public bears its cost, while lobbyists, politicians,
bureaucrats, and elites remain arguably untouched. Therefore, those
in power refer to isolationist Americans as “traitors” because much
of the government’s allegiance is to globalist organizations like NATO
and the UN, not to the American public. Addressing domestic
concerns above those of foreign nations limits the power of foreign
lobbying and that threatens the wallets and campaigns of many of
our government officials.
The last two years have proven that the “free world,” who wants to
combat Russia, is no longer free itself. Western leader, Justin
Trudeau, invoked an Emergencies Act that froze the bank accounts of
civilian protestors, giving the Canadian police power over public
finances. US lockdowns and gathering restrictions have ditched
Constitutional law, ignoring both the 1st Amendment right to
peaceably assemble and the right to petition the government. 
This is alongside allowing corporations to enforce their own
mandates on employees and customers, even after local restrictions
have been revoked. It’s laughable to hear President Joe Biden speak of
“defending freedom” after medical mandates resulted in mass firings
of American workers, punishing advocation for individual rights to
medical privacy and autonomy.

Intervening in a foreign conflict only works as deterrence for
domestic issues. CBS News tweeted that “The US economy has been
hit with increased gas prices, inflation, and supply-chain issues due
to the Ukraine crisis.” 

About the author

Abbigail Stoner will be graduating with an Associate's
degree in History this May and working towards earning
her Bachelor's in History Education at Colorado State
University in the fall. She spends much of her time
analyzing current political events in correlation to
previous historical occurrences.

Consider buying us a coffee
Donations contribute to a lot of what we
do at American Pigeon. If you like what
you're reading, consider donating!
Benefits of donors are listed via the link
provided by the QR code. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/21/us/politics/ukraine-military-poland-refugees.html
https://www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/2942958/biden-shifts-us-troops-in-europe-to-defend-frontline-nato-states/
https://tass.ru/ekonomika/7271669
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/ukraine-russia-news-02-23-22/h_70f5a97858810b8d7c06b907cc389220
https://twitter.com/KyleKulinski/status/1496712364632289281?cxt=HHwWgsC9jef9scUpAAAA
https://twitter.com/KyleKulinski/status/1496712364632289281?cxt=HHwWgsC9jef9scUpAAAA
https://www.foxnews.com/media/watters-biden-sanctions-russia-putin
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/02/ukraine-russia-war-nato-biden-deterrence/622873/
https://web.archive.org/web/20181107104015/https://fraudsurveys.ey.com/ey-global-fraud-survey-2018/detailed-results
https://www.transparency.org/en/cpi/2020/index/ukr
https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2021/05/17/public-trust-in-government-1958-2021/
https://americanpigeon.org/canada-deputy-prime-minister-announces-financial-sanctions-permanent/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/police-arrest-two-leaders-protesting-truckers-canadas-capital-rcna16767


China’s Advantage in Russia’s Ukraine Folly;
Ripple Impact of a Fool’s Errand

Rachel Brooks

Though China and Russia’s cooperation is at a 70-year high favorability, the
Russia advance on Ukraine is an area the two powers will not approach with
mutual views, say experts. This competitive outlook is not observed as
outright rivalry by political experts. However, there are opportunities in
China’s self-interest that Russia will forfeit to them as the Kremlin proceeds
with its high-pressure campaign against Ukraine.
The Wall Street Journal writes that the U.S. “looks to make China pay for
close ties to Russia in the Ukraine crisis.” The U.S. intends to “make Beijing
feel discomfort,” economically over its ties to Russia. As its competition with
the US continues to scale, Beijing is poised to preserve its own self-
interests, according to experts. Experts state that this is a historical pattern
for China.

Western Narrative Vs. Realistic Sino-Russian Ukraine
Outlook
There are those in the Western press who see China and Russia as unified
partners advancing anti-Western economic opportunity.

China’s nature as a protectionist state makes it favor the political support of
domestic leaders. As Russia risks destabilization in the region to reach its
own goals, China has the opportunity to advance as a friendly ally of low-
impact involvement.

The Economist, for example, wrote a piece which notes that, over Ukraine,
“China has come close to Russia but is cautious.” The piece focuses
attention on a speech made by British Foreign Secretary Liz Truss. Truss
describes “China and Russia” as aligned “in a way we’ve not seen since the
Cold War.” The Economist also pointed to some comments in Washington
suggesting that China and Russia “see a shared interest in a Russian armed
adventure in Ukraine that tests Joe Biden’s resolve and finds it wanting.”
However, political experts of the Balkan region have pointed out the
likelihood that, with Ukraine, China will seek only its advantages.

Dr. Ana Krstinovska noted the differences between Western messaging and
reality. Kristinovska is the founder and president of the ESTIMA research
and consultancy service and former state secretary of European Affairs for
Macedonia.
“I would define China’s role at the moment rather in terms of a bystander
waiting to see how things may unfold and how it may affect its own
interests,” said Krstinovska.
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“Instability in Eastern and South-Eastern Europe, in general, is not
in China’s interest since it jeopardizes the trade routes used to
transport its goods to Central and Western Europe, as well as the
operations of Chinese banks and companies in this part of the
world,” she added.
Despite the risks Kristinovska notes for China in support of Russia’s
aggressive adventure, the Sino-Russian bond “alarms” the United
States still, writes The New York Times.

Western leaders continue to focus on “the risks and implications”
from the Sino-Russian “unholy alliance,” writes The Hill opinion
contributor Douglas E. Schoen, a political consultant, and former
Clinton advisor.
Schoen pointed out the need for a stronger influence by the United
States, an emboldened autocratic push forward by said autocratic
axis, and the clear position that Russia and China are looking to seize
the opportunity to advance on the smaller democracies they seek to
seize.

Schoen likewise points out that the Biden administration is sending
mixed, weak signals to both Russia and China by deploying troops
only to areas outside of NATO territory.

It is Schoen’s opinion that Biden is essentially signaling to Russia and
China that the U.S., as the leader of NATO, would not involve itself in
a military sense to protect democracy in Ukraine or Taiwan, the two
nations Russia and China appear poised to seize. Schoen reminded
his readers that, with the messy U.S. exit from Afghanistan, the U.S.
has shown itself to be an unreliable ally.

An Echoed Western Narrative Might Be
Oversimplification
Schoen’s opinions show a commonly repeated narrative across the
Western landscape. The U.S. influence has walked back, and, in its
wake, the Sino-Russian collusion will manifest to trample
democracy. Yet, in the case of Ukraine, this perception may be an
oversimplification of the risks to both Russia and China.

“Given that (China) officially abides by the principles of non-
interference, non-aggression, and respect for territorial integrity, it
lacks in-depth understanding of these countries and does not yield
as much as influence as the USA, the EU, or Russia, China will not
interfere overtly and will support peaceful and diplomatic solutions
over conflict,” said Krstinovska
“Picking (the wrong) side would further deteriorate Chinese relations
with the West and would be utterly against both its interests and its
foreign policy principles,” she added.
Krstinovska’s view positions China as an autocracy with a will to
attend to its own interests. Russia, while a closely allied nation to
China, will not likely receive support from China that would
jeopardize its own global agenda.

In Hindsight: Ukraine a Fool’s Errand For Russia?
Should Russia plow ahead with its Ukraine pursuit, it may not meet
the weakened nation the Western world anticipates, writes Illia
Ponomarenko, a defense reporter with The Kyiv Independent.
Ponomarenko notes that, while the prospects of the Russian invasion
are horrifying for the whole world, the Russian campaign may prove
to be a “nationwide catastrophe” for Russia.



Ponomarenko notes that the situation in Ukraine is not the same as in 2014
when Russia took the nation by surprise. Today, Ukraine’s defense forces
are ready to meet the challenge of a Russian onslaught.
As they are prepared, Ponomarenko also pointed out the treacherous
country the Russian land invasion will have to cross between Belarus and
the Chernobyl zone. Upon arriving through a rough climate of forests and
swamps, Ponomarenko notes that Russian forces will be met with Ukraine’s
brigadiers.
As they are prepared, Ponomarenko also pointed out the treacherous
country the Russian land invasion will have to cross between Belarus and
the Chernobyl zone. Upon arriving through a rough climate of forests and
swamps, Ponomarenko notes that Russian forces will be met with Ukraine’s
brigadiers.
Ukrainian forces have also received munitions from trade with the West that
would increase the likelihood of high Russian casualties, and costly
destruction of Russian military equipment.
For all of these reasons, Ponomarenko points out that Russia’s inner circle
of wealth, and the citizens of Russia itself, are not likely to back such a
horrific prospect. Russian morale toward the conflict, which Ponomarenko
believes would result in tens of thousands of casualties for Russia, will not
likely be high.
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The cost and the political backlash of Putin’s agenda were described by
Ponomarenko as “the last mistake of the Kremlin lunatic.” Putin’s folly,
Ponomarenko, would have terrible outcomes for Russian oligarchs, who
enjoy wealth worldwide, for world food and oil supplies, and so many more
implications.
These world food and oil resources are found in Ukraine, a country replete
in agricultural and energy industry infrastructural value. Even if Russia
were to invade Ukraine, Ponomarenko reasons that no Russian force would
be final.
The Russian occupation of Ukraine would necessitate a domestic Russian
response, a local Ukrainian response, and a worldwide response that would
highlight the folly of the entire campaign.

Russia’s Fool’s Errand May Be China’s Gain
Regional experts reason that China is likely to see opportunity amid the
conflicted influence of its peers.
“China’s presence in the Western Balkan region presents an alternative to
many of the values and principles put forward by the U.S. and the EU.
China’s development assistance is not conditioned by the implementation of
governance and democratization reforms. Its cooperation with domestic
political elites goes on regardless of their track record related to corruption
or human rights,” said Krstinovska.
“This opportunistic approach is a wind in the back for irresponsible or
authoritarian politicians who use the cooperation with China to show the
West that they have other options and that if the EU or the USA press too
hard on some reforms, they will simply not comply and will pursue an even
closer cooperation with China,” she added.

Where Western Influence Could Position Itself
Krstinovska highlighted an important part of the propaganda from Russia
and China that further crowds out the influence of NATO.
“They tell the voters that the West has failed them—especially the EU with
the standstill in the enlargement process towards the Western Balkans and
that China can help them fill in many developmental gaps. The USA could
focus more on demystifying such statements,” Krstinovska said.

Different Approaches, But Democratic Erosion Still at High-Risk
Even though China and Russia are not completely aligned in the
future of the Ukraine assault, a political paradox exists. Even with the
precaution and different approaches used by China and Russia,
democratic policies are still eroded in a sense.

Krstinovska explained the nuances of these different approaches:

“The objectives that Russia and China pursue in this part of the world,
as well as their tools and capacities are not the same. While for Russia
it is imperative that as many of these countries stay out of NATO and
the EU, even at the price of destabilization, China seeks stability to
conduct business, export its goods, provide infrastructure loans and
occasionally invest,” she said.
“While Russia puts forward religious and cultural similarities and
traditional historical ties, China uses predominantly economic tools.
Russia has a much more emphasized security influence and an already
developed local influence network, while China started only recently
to secure allies and supporters,” she added.
Kristinovska then explained that, while there are some commonalities,
they do not appear aligned:
“The only thing they have in common is that they both present an
alternative to the West, which resonates well with a more nationalist
audience. Apart from that, there does not seem to be any mutual
support or interaction between the two in the Balkans to further
common goals.”

What We Observe
As Russia’s resolve appears to carry on at a steady pace, the world
does not yet know what the ripple effect will be. Observations by
regional spectators, however, look at a more nuanced, complex
problem than the Western media has to date dictated with the
doomsday focus of recent Ukraine headlines.

While not yet fully realized, the future of Russia and Ukraine’s military
engagement will have consequences on the trajectory of geopolitics.
We observe that these consequences extend beyond the future of
Ukraine’s democratic identity. They are expected to test the durability
of Western democratic influence, provide opportunities for the
courtship of the rise of China’s global enterprise, and challenge the
future of the pro-Kremlin establishment.
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Condemn the Kremlin, Not the Russians: Enough
with the Solidarity Nonsense
Luke Lattanzi
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Russia’s invasion of Ukraine rightfully provoked mass outrage across the
West. The European Union, along with NATO, has acted decisively in
bombarding Russia with sanctions as well as excluding Russia from the
global financial system. As a result, the Russian economy is spiraling into
turmoil, with the Russian Ruble being worth less than one cent as the effects
of the West’s banning of Russian banks from the SWIFT financial system
take full effect. The Ukrainian military has received aid from the United
States and its NATO allies, and the Ukrainian people have shown immense
courage in their resistance to the Russian invasion.
These actions are justified in the context of deterring an expansionist
autocratic regime, whose leader seems relentless in his vision of a neo-
Soviet Russian Empire with a Czarist twist by reestablishing a sphere of
influence in Eastern Europe comparable to what Putin most likely considers
the good old days of the USSR, with him as Russia’s sole strongman. But in
our effort to condemn and punish Vladimir Putin, we ought to not condemn
an entire nation of people and their culture due to its actions.
Russian conductor Valery Gergiev, an alleged supporter of Vladimir Putin,
was fired from the Munich Philharmonic Orchestra last Tuesday, due to his
refusal to condemn Vladimir Putin for the invasion of Ukraine, according to
the Washington Post.
Despite being an outspoken critic of the Kremlin’s invasion, Russian chess
player Alexander Grischuk has been banned from an upcoming tournament
by Norway due to the invasion. Russian and Belarussan athletes have been
banned from competing in the Winter Paralympics. EA Sports announced
that they will be removing the Russian national team and clubs from their
video game, Fifa 22. As many as 10 U.S. states have joined in the largely
symbolic gesture in banning Russian vodka from liquor stores in response
to the invasion.
The virtue signaling by giant companies in the United States and abroad
regarding Ukraine is comparable to those same companies changing their
social media profile pictures to a Black Lives Matter fist during the George
Floyd riots, or a rainbow variation of their logo during “Pride Month.” None
of these actions genuinely alleviated the nation’s strife throughout the
catalyzation of these movements (and the destruction they caused), but the
propaganda continued regardless.

Just like the Black Lives Matter ordeal of 2020, teenage girls are
posting Change.org petitions to save Ukraine and adding “More
Resources” Google Doc links in their Instagram profile bios. People
are changing their profile pictures to yellow and blue designs, and
popular hashtags designed to “show solidarity,” such as
#StandWithUkraine, are continuously posted, liked, tweeted, and
retweeted. 
All of these things give people a (false) sense of moral righteousness.
Activism, or working to “make the world a better place,” however
virtuous such notions once were, have been worn down by today’s
popular culture into a mere fad that gets people excited for relatively
short amounts of time.
Just like BLM and Anti-Asian Hate, the profile pictures will be
changed back to normal, the Google Doc and Change.org links
removed, and self-proclaimed activist zoomers will search for their
next “movement” to latch onto—their next claim to moral superiority.

All of these acts of protest shouldn’t (and will not) worry the Kremlin.
The United States is still importing Russian oil and gas in the wake of
the Biden administration’s reckless energy policies. In August of 2021,
Russia became the United States’ second highest oil exporter. The
Keystone XL Pipeline was canceled shortly after Donald Trump left
office not because it will net any serious environmental benefit, but
because the current president was persuaded by feckless climate
ideologues that he could be the next FDR should he sign any executive
order that is put on his desk.
Europe’s situation is more profound. For example, Germany, despite
attempting to flex its muscles by rearming its military in the face of
Russian aggression, was actually neutered by Vladimir Putin a long
time ago. Russian pipeline gas accounts for 32% of Germany’s natural
gas supply, according to Reuters. In addition, 34% of Germany’s crude
oil supply also came from Russia, not to mention the 53% of the
nation’s hard coal supply received from German power generators
and steelmakers also coming from Russia in 2021.

As a whole, Russia accounts for nearly 40% of Europe’s natural gas
imports, and it’s not clear as to how NATO would fare against a
military deterrence from Russian aggression should Putin decide to
close the pipelines. 
While the powers that be may appear to be dedicating themselves to
deterring Russian aggression against Ukraine, we would do well to
remember that those same powers afforded Vladimir Putin an
unimaginable amount of leverage. That leverage isn’t going to be
counteracted or reversed by banning Russian vodka from liquor
stores or prohibiting Russian conductors from leading orchestras.
The Kremlin’s invasion of Ukraine is condemnable by almost every
metric, but in downing a shot of vodka with my friends on a night of
celebration, I’m not necessarily going to be concerned with whether
it’s Grey Goose or Pelugar. The Rite of Spring and Pictures at an
Exhibition will always have a special place on my Spotify playlists, and
Russian athletes aren’t making the Kremlin’s political decisions. 
Ruining the livelihoods of Russians despite their general detachment
from the political situation reeks of a similar stench of the angry mob
antics previously displayed by BLM’s demonization of all police
officers, or the January 6th Capitol riots being used to demonize every
American who voted for Donald Trump.

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/russia-ukraine-ruble-sanctions/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/03/01/russian-conductor-gergiev-fired-munich-putin/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=wp_main&utm_source=twitter
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/03/01/russian-conductor-gergiev-fired-munich-putin/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=wp_main&utm_source=twitter
https://marginalrevolution.com/marginalrevolution/2022/03/norway-chess-cancels-alexander-grischuk.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/russian-belarusian-athletes-winter-paralympics-stunning-reversal/
https://www.bbc.com/sport/football/60593938
https://www.forbes.com/sites/zacharysmith/2022/03/01/10-states-have-banned-russian-vodka-a-symbolic-gesture-with-little-economic-punch/?sh=521305b82f9c
https://americanpigeon.org/the-fine-line-between-justice-and-mob-rule/
https://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/hist/LeafHandler.ashx?n=PET&s=MTTIM_NUS-NRS_1&f=M
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-08-04/russia-captures-no-2-rank-among-foreign-oil-suppliers-to-u-s
https://americanpigeon.org/bidens-self-made-intentional-crisis-leads-to-calls-for-green-energy/
https://www.nationalreview.com/corner/germany-announces-it-will-rearm/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/how-much-does-germany-need-russian-gas-2022-01-20/
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/europe-scrambles-reduce-dependence-russian-gas-83225211


If you’re going to blame anyone, blame Vladimir Putin and his
autocratic regime. And if we’re going to deter Putin, then perhaps it
would be time for President Biden to reconsider his position on the
production of natural gas and oil in the United States, as opposed to
placing a cultural embargo on the Russian people as part of some
faddish virtue signaling. Whatever the outcome, the average Russian
citizen is not to blame.
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Indo-Pacific Security Balance Amid Russia’s
Ukraine Onslaught

Rachel Brooks

The Russian incursion into Ukraine continued as peace negotiation talks
failed to reach a solution. On Tuesday, the Associated Press reported a
warning from U.S. officials cautioning that Russia has not yet used its full
military strength in its Ukraine siege. Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky vowed to fight as a “40-mile long” Russian convoy approached,
Inside Edition states.

Zelensky Escapes Assassination Attempt 
Zelensky has survived an assassination attempt against him by a Chechen
death squad, according to The Telegraph. Russian special forces units have
entered Kyiv to hunt down and eliminate Ukraine’s seated government. As
the situation escalates, Zelensky reportedly pleads with Western leaders to
prevent “genocide” in Ukraine. 

Taiwan In Peril
As the war in Ukraine rages on, Taiwan looks on with growing concern. The
New York Times notes that Russia’s disregard for international
normalization is seen by Taiwanese as “a parallel” to the peril their country
is in from China. Taiwan, as a self-governed democracy, has long been faced
with the prospect of a Beijing conquest that would be absorbed by the
Chinese Communist Party. As Russia breaks the international normalization
protocols with the Ukraine assault, Taiwan expects Beijing to be
emboldened. 
In response to the growing international anxiety over Ukraine-Taiwan
parallels, U.S. officials urge caution. 

The Question of India 
As the Russian assault in Ukraine continues, Financial Times turned the
spotlight on India, accusing the eastern nation of choosing “to stick with
Russia” in its national interest. New Delhi is reportedly reluctant to upset
Moscow due to its economic and trade relationship. 
With anxiety over China, India continues to maintain cordial relations with
the Kremlin. Moscow and New Delhi reportedly maintain a “military and
technical sphere like no other,” according to Russian President Vladimir
Putin. Putin refers to Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi as “a time-
tested friend.” 
James Crabtree, an opinion contributor featured at Nikkei Asia, writes that,
in his view, despite Western nagging, India’s Russia-China dilemma has not
been appeased. Crabtree is the executive director of IISS-Asia Singapore, a
think tank. 

A Larger Geopolitical Erosion 
Western actors have condemned India’s unwillingness to spar with
Russia over the Ukraine invasion. Yet, Crabtree reasons that India is
navigating a difficult geopolitical game. India is reportedly becoming
a more powerful player in the Indo-Pacific geopolitical landscape.
This, Crabtree writes, is a position it must grapple with. India’s
decision not to condemn Russia’s actions has caused a stir with the
Western nations India has recently drawn closer to, which India has
done to balance support from Beijing’s pressure. 

Crabtree reasons that, despite Western fears that India is showing
itself to be unreliable, India’s motion towards the West is genuine.
India faces a border crisis with recent aggressions from Beijing.
Border conflict escalations continued in December, with Beijing
media reflecting on whether or not the Indo-China border region,
Line of Actual Control (LAC), would become “permanently
militarized” in response.

In recent weeks, Indian officials stress that Beijing continues to
ignore written agreements regarding the LAC zone, which, The
Indian Express reports, New Delhi says should be seen as a “matter of
international concern.” Indian officials have reportedly briefed the
government of Australia regarding the security status of their Pacific
regional neighborhood. 
As tensions rise for the geopolitical status quo, The Wire notes how
India must deal with the troubling prospect of a Moscow-Beijing
symbiosis. Indian officials fear that Russia, under the pressure of U.S.
sanctions, will move into a closer-cooperation phase with China’s
economy. 
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https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-war-live-updates-6bcdf50c08dd62a4c5305aa34d045cce
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLNUjq8GVmU
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/world-news/2022/03/01/elite-chechen-hit-squad-sent-assassinate-volodymyr-zelensky/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/world-news/2022/03/01/volodymyr-zelensky-pleads-west-prevent-genocide-russia-ukraine/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/01/world/asia/ukraine-taiwan-china-russia.html
https://www.ft.com/content/6c52b083-d38a-40c9-9e23-2747c913065f
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https://asia.nikkei.com/Opinion/Western-nagging-will-not-ease-India-s-Russia-China-dilemma
https://asia.nikkei.com/Opinion/Western-nagging-will-not-ease-India-s-Russia-China-dilemma
https://asia.nikkei.com/Opinion/Western-nagging-will-not-ease-India-s-Russia-China-dilemma
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